ICCCMIT 2014
International Conference on Communication, Computing and Information Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

ICAST 2014
International Conference on Advances in Science and Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

ICACCTHPA 2014
Advanced Computing and Communication Techniques for High Performance Applications
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

EPICTIS 2014
Emerging Paradigms of Information and Communication Technologies and its Impact on Society
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

ICDCIT 2015
International Conference on Distributed Computing and Internet Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

NCACC 2014
National Conference on Advances in Communication and Computing
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

NCETCT
National Conference on Emerging Trends in Computer Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

NCETIT
National Conference on Emerging Trends in Information Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

ITCCE
Innovations and Trends in Computer and Communication Engineering
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

MIC
Majan College International Conference
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

ICQUEST
International Conference on Quality Up-gradation in Engineering, Science and Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

ICIECS
International Conference on Innovations in Information, Embedded and Communication Systems
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

NCIRET
National Conference on Innovations and Recent Trends in Engineering and Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

ICACTD
International Conference on Advanced Computer Technology and Development
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

MICRO
International Conference on Microelectronics, Circuits and Systems
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

CiQS
National Conference on Computational Intelligence for Engineering Quality Software
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

ICICT
International Conference on Information and Communication Technologies
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

NCATAS
National Conference on Advances in Technology and Applied Sciences
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

RAWCAI
Recent Advances in Wireless Communication and Artificial Intelligence  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

International Conference on Emergent Trends in Computing and Communication  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

Potential Research Avenues and Future Opportunities in Electrical and Instrumentation Engineering  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

National Conference on Role of Engineers in National Building  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

International Conference and Workshop on Emerging Trends in Technology  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

National Conference cum Workshop on Bioinformatics and Computational Biology  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

National Conference on Growth of Technologies in Electronics, Telecom and Computers - India Perception  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

National Seminar on Recent Trends in Cloud Computing  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

International Conference on Electronics & Computing Technologies  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

International Conference on Current Trends in Advanced Computing  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

National Level Technical Conference X-PLORE 2014  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

International Conference on Simulations in Computing Nexus  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer, DOAJ and CSA Technology Research Database

International Conference on Knowledge Collaboration in Engineering  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer, DOAJ and CSA Technology Research Database

Machine Learning: Challenges and Opportunities Ahead  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

National Seminar on Recent Advances in Wireless Networks and Communications  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

National Conference on Emerging Trends in Information and Communication Technology 2013  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

Emerging Trends in Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering 2013  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

International Conference on Advances in Computer Engineering and Applications  
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database
2011-2014

**NCRAIT**
National Conference on Recent Advances in Information Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

**ISCV**
International Seminar on Computer Vision
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

**NCFC 2014**
National Conference on Future Computing
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

**Confluence 2013**
International IT Summit Confluence 2013 - The Next Generation Information Technology Summit
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

**RTEC**
Recent Trends in Electronics and Communication
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

**CCSN 2013**
2nd International Conference on Computing Communication and Sensor Network
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

**NCIPET**
National Conference on Innovative Paradigms in Engineering & Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

**FACET**
Futuristic Areas in Computer Engineering and Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

**QShine**
ICST Conference on Heterogeneous Networking for Quality, Reliability, Security and Robustness
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

**IC2IT**
International Conference on Computing and Information Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

**ICDCIT**
International Conference on Distributed Computing and Internet Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

**ICIIIOES**
International Conference on Innovations In Intelligent Instrumentation, Optimization and Electrical Sciences
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

**NGCTA**
8th National Conference on Next Generation Computing Technologies and Applications
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

**ICGCT**
International Conference on Green Computing and Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

**ICCT**
International Conference on Communication Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database

---
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BITMED
Third Annual Business Management and Services Conference
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICWSC
International Conference on Web Services Computing
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

NCICT
2nd National Conference on Information and Communication Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

NCETCSIT
National Conference on Emerging Trends in Computer Science and Information Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

CACT
International Conference on Advances in Computational Techniques
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICCIA
International Conference in Computational Intelligence
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICRTITCS
International Conference on Recent Trends in Information Technology and Computer Science
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

NCIPET
National Conference on Innovative Paradigms in Engineering and Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICWET
International Conference and Workshop on Emerging Trends in Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

COMNET
International Conference on Computer Communication and Networks CSI-COMNET-2011
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

WINBIS
Wireless Information Networks & Business Information System (WINBIS 2012)
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

iRAFIT
International Conference on Recent Advances and Future Trends in Information Technology (iRAFIT 2012)
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

DRISTI
Development of Reliable Information Systems, Techniques and Related Issues (DRISTI 2012)
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest
EFITRA
Emerging Frontiers in Technology for Rural Area (EFITRA-2012)
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ETCSIT
Emerging Trends in Computer Science and Information Technology (ETCSIT 2012)
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICON3C
International Conference in Recent trends in Computational Methods, Communication and Controls
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ISCON
National Conference on Advancement of Technologies – Information Systems and Computer Networks
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

NCACSA
National Conference on Advances in Computer Science and Applications (NCACSA 2012)
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

NCRTC
National Conference on Recent Trends in Computing
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

NCAETE
National Conference on Advancement in Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

RTMC
National Workshop-Cum-Conference on Recent Trends in Mathematics and Computing 2011
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

NCFAAIIA
National Conference on Future Aspects of Artificial intelligence in Industrial Automation 2012
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICISS
International Conference on Intuitive Systems and Solutions 2012
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICACACT
International Conference on Advances in Communication and Computing Technologies 2012
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest
NCACC
National Conference on Advanced Computing and Communications 2012
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICACA
International Conference with Google Scholar, ASciBase, and CSRA

MEDHA
National Conference with "MEDHA 2012"

ICBEST
International Conference with Google Scholar

iWay
2nd National Conference with Google Scholar

CTNGC
National Conference with Google Scholar

EGOV
EGovernance and Cloud Computing Services - 2012
Indexed with Google Scholar

ICETT²
Emerging Technology Trends on Advanced Engineering Research - 2012
Indexed with Google Scholar

AICWIC
Amrita International Conference of Women in Computing - 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar

ICDCIT
International Conference with Google Scholar

ICRITCS²
International Conference with Google Scholar
NCATIT
National Conference on Advance Trends in Information Technology
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICWET
International Conference and Workshop on Emerging Trends in Technology 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICRTET
International Conference on Recent Trends in Engineering and Technology 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

SITQ
National Conference on Structuring Innovation Through Quality SITQ 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICCTAC
International Conference on Current Trends in Advanced Computing ICCTAC 2013
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

iC3S
International Conference on Communication, Circuits and Systems 2012
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

ICSEM
International Conference on Systems Engineering And Modeling
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest

NCRTEM
National Conference on Recent Trends in Engineering and Management
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest
NCRTCA
National Conference on Recent Trends in Computer Applications
Indexed with Google Scholar, CiteSeer and CSA Technology Research Database, ProQuest